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Ratios of cumulants of conserved net charge fluctuations are sensitive to the degrees of freedom
that are carriers of the corresponding quantum numbers in different phases of strong interaction
matter. We calculate second and fourth order cumulants of net charm and strange fluctuations and
their correlations with other conserved charges such as net baryon number and electric charge.
Simulation are performed on Nτ=6 and 8 lattices using the Highly Improved Staggered Quark
(HISQ) action with a light to strange quark mass ratio of 1/20 and having charm quarks treated
in the quenched approximation. Analysing appropriate ratios of these cumulants we observe that
both open strange and charm hadrons start to get dissociated in the chiral crossover region. We
provide indirect evidence for the existence of additional, experimentally yet unobserved open
charm and strange hadrons from QCD thermodynamics. This is done by comparing lattice QCD
results to Hadron Resonance Gas (HRG) model calculations performed with a hadron spectrum
as listed in the Particle Data Tables as well as with a spectrum predicted in the relativistic quark
model and observed in lattice QCD calculations. We also discuss the influence of these experi-
mentally yet unobserved states on the determination of freeze-out temperature and chemical po-
tentials from heavy ion collision experiments. We found that including these additional states in
the HRG model leads to a systematic 5-8 MeV decrease in the freeze-out temperature of strange
hadrons.
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1. Introduction
Quarkonia can survive well above the transition temperature due to their small sizes and large
binding energies as proposed by Matsui and Satz long time ago [1] while light-quark hadrons get
dissolved around transition temperature. However, the fate of heavy-light hadrons are not yet clear
as e.g. strange and charm quark number susceptibilities behave quite differently from light quark
number susceptibilities. Many investigations using the Lattice QCD approach have been done
on the behaviour of quarkonia and light-quark hadrons at finite temperature [2]. Here we focus
on the in-medium bahaviour of heavy-light quark hadrons and discuss the their manifestation in
QCD thermodynamics as well as in heavy ion collision experiments. The results presented in this
proceedings have been published recently in Ref. [3, 4] and reported in Ref. [5].
2. Onset of the dissociation of open strange and charm hadrons
In principle all the information of hadron states are enclosed in their spectral functions. How-
ever, it is highly non-trivial to extract hadron spectral functions from lattice QCD computations as
an analytic continuation from imaginary time to real time is needed. The spectral functions of light-
quark hadrons and heavy quarkonia have been extracted on the lattice using either the Maximum
Entropy Method and its extensions or χ2 fitting [2, 6]. The spectral function of heavy-light quark
hadrons, however, have not yet been investigated due to small number of data points in the temporal
directions of current dynamic QCD simulations. The properties of these heavy-light quark hadrons
in medium have been studied by looking at the change of screening masses across the transition
temperature [7]. Here we focus on the change of degree of freedom as heavy-light quarks hadrons
becomes unbounded.
The properties of heavy-light quark hadrons reflect the change of the relevant degrees of free-
dom in the strong interaction medium, e.g. the abundance of strange hadrons is considered as one
of the signals for the formation of Quark Gluon Plasma. One obvious difference in the system
when changing from hadronic phase to quark gluon plasma phase is that electrical charge Q and
baryon numbers B change from integer numbers to fraction numbers. Compared to the case in the
heavy quark-antiquark system the net quantum numbers carried by the heavier quark is not hidden
in heavy-light quark hadrons. Thus the fluctuations and correlations of quantum numbers B and Q
with strangeness or charm allow to probe the deconfinement of carriers of strangeness and charm
degrees of freedom, i.e. the strange and charm quarks. These fluctuations and correlations can be
calculated straightforwardly on the lattice defined as the derivatives of pressure with respect to the
chemical potential of a given quark flavor. To distinguish the hadronic and quark gluon plasma
phase a featured observable needs to be constructed.
Hadron Resonance Gas (HRG) model which describes an uncorrelated hadron gas is a good
approximation of QCD in the low temperature region. Due to their large masses, heavy mesons and
baryons follow Boltzmann statistics in an uncorrelated hadron gas. The pressure of all the strange
hadrons in an uncorrelated hadron resonance gas, PHRGS , can be decomposed into a mesonic, P
HRG
M ,
and baryonic part, PHRGB [8]
PHRGS (µˆB, µˆS) = P
HRG
|S|=1,M cosh(µˆS)+
3
∑`
=1
PHRG|S|=`,B cosh(µˆB− `µˆS) . (2.1)
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Also the pressure of charmed hadron in an hadron resonance gas can be written in the same way as
follows [4]
PHRGC (µˆB, µˆC) = P
HRG
|C|=1,M cosh(µˆC)+
3
∑`
=1
PHRG|C|=`,B cosh(µˆB+ `µˆC) (2.2)
= MC+BC,1 +BC,2 +BC,3. (2.3)
Fluctuations of conserved quantum numbers are defined as derivatives of the pressure with respect
to various chemical potentials µˆX = µX/T , i.e.
χXYmn =
∂ (m+n)
(
P(µˆX , µˆY )/T 4
)
∂ µˆmX ∂ µˆnY
∣∣∣
~µ=0
(2.4)
where X ,Y = B,Q,S,C and ~µ = (µB,µQ,µS,µC) and χXY0n ≡ χYn and χXYm0 ≡ χXm . It can easily ob-
served from above relations that B-Q (S,C) correlations that differ by an even number of derivatives
with respect to µB are identical. Thus following relations for the combinations of conserved charge
correlation hold [3, 4]
χBQ31 /χ
BQ
11 = 1, χ
BS
31 /χ
BS
11 = 1, χ
BC
31 /χ
BC
11 = 1. (2.5)
in an uncorrelated gas of hadrons within the classical Boltzmann approximation. Here χBS31 /χ
BS
11
(χBC31 /χ
BC
11 ) receive contributions only from strange (charmed) hadrons while χ
BQ
31 /χ
BQ
11 receive
contributions from all charged hadrons. Here we write the the B-C correlations also in terms of
partial pressures MC and BC,i
χCm =MC+BC,1 +2
nBC,2 +3nBC,3 'MC+BC,1, χBCmn = BC,1 +2nBC,2 +3nBC,3 ' BC,1. (2.6)
The approximation in the above relations is valid due to the fact that baryons with charm |C|= 2,3
have negligible contributions to the pressure compared to those with |C|= 1 [3]. Thus the pressure
arising from charmed mesons MC ' χCm−χBCmn . Together with properties show in Eq. (2.5) one can
obtain the following relation in the hadronic phase
χBCnm ' χBC11 with n+m > 0 and even. (2.7)
And the following relations
χC4 = χ
C
2 , MC = χ
C
4 −χBC13 = χC2 −χBC22 and χBC13 = χBC22 (2.8)
hold in the low temperature as well.
In the non-interacting case, i.e. in the high temperature limit the pressure of a charm and
strange quark-antiquark gas can be written as follows in the Boltzmann approximation
Pc, f ree(mc/T,~µ/T ) = Pc, f ree cosh(
µˆB
3
+
2
3
µˆQ+ µˆC), (2.9)
Ps, f ree(mc/T,~µ/T ) = Ps, f ree cosh(
µˆB
3
− 1
3
µˆQ− µˆS). (2.10)
Thus in the free case
χBS31 /χ
BS
11 = χ
BC
31 /χ
BC
11 = 1/9, χ
BC
22 /χ
BC
13 = 1/3, χ
C
4 /χ
C
2 = χ
BC
13 /χ
BC
11 = 1. (2.11)
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Thus one may expect that χC4 /χ
C
2 and χ
BC
13 /χ
BC
11 equal to unity at all temperatures.
Knowing behaviour of these observables mentioned above in the low temperature and high
temperature region, we performed lattice QCD simulations using Highly Improved Staggered
fermions on 323 × 8 and 243 × 6 lattices in the vicinity of chiral crossover temperature region
and above. The strange quark mass ms is fixed to its physical value and the masses of degenerate
up and down quarks have been fixed to ml = ms/20 to have a pion mass about 160 MeV in the
continuum limit. The charm quark is treated in the quenched approximation and its mass is de-
termined at zero temperature by calculating the spin-averaged charmonium mass 14(mηc +3mJ/ψ).
The details of simulations can be found in Refs. [3, 4].
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Figure 1: Temperature dependences of variables discussed in relations (2.5) and (2.8). Yellow bands shown
in these two plots represent the temperature window of the chiral crossover Tc = 154±9 MeV [9].
In Fig. 1 we show the temperature dependences of observables discussed in relations (2.5)
and (2.8) , i.e. χBC13 /χ
BC
22 , χ
BC
11 /χ
BC
13 , (χ
C
4 − χBC13 )/(χC2 − χBC22 ) and χC4 /χC2 . We found that χBC11 /χBC13
and χC4 /χ
C
2 are very close to unity near and above the chiral crossover temperature region as ex-
pected. The proximity of χBC13 /χ
BC
22 and (χ
C
4 −χBC13 )/(χC2 −χBC22 ) to unity in the vicinity of the chiral
crossover temperature region also testify the validity of the relations (2.5) and (2.8).
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Figure 2: Onset of the dissociation of open charm and open strange hadrons happen in the chiral crossover
temperature region [4]. Yellow band denotes the chiral crossover temperature region.
We show the ratios of baryon-charm (χBC22 /χ
BC
13 ), baryon-strangeness (χ
BS
31 /χ
BS
11 ) and baryon-
electric charge (χBQ31 /χ
BQ
11 ) correlations in Fig. 2. These correlations should be equal to unity as
long as an uncorrelated hadron resonance gas model provides an appropriate description of the
thermodynamics of the medium 1. It is obvious from Fig. 2 that all three quantities start to deviate
1In principle the correlation χBC31 /χ
BC
11 shows the similar behaviour as χ
BC
22 /χ
BC
13 , however, the noise to signal ratio
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from unity in the chiral crossover region. This indicates that a description in terms of a HRG
model breaks down for baryonic correlations involving light, strange and charm quarks, i.e. open
charm/strange hadrons start to dissociate in or just above the chiral crossover region.
3. Thermodynamic contributions from unobserved open strange and charm
hadrons near QCD transition
An Hadron Resonance Gas model that approximates QCD in principle should include all
hadron states that are predicted by Quantum Chromodynamics. However, not all the hadron states
that are predicted in the relativistic Quark Model (QM) and lattice QCD calculations [10] have
been observed in the experiments [11] and thus are listed in the particle data tables. It is then inter-
esting to see whether these additional states not listed in the particle data table have any significant
imprints in QCD thermodynamics [3, 4].
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Figure 3: The left plot shows the ratio of partial pressures of open strange hadrons (PS,Xtotal), mesons (P
S,X
M )
and baryons (PS,XB ) calculated using Hadron Resonance Gas model with hadron spectrum from the particle
data table (X=PDG) and from the relativistic Quark Model (X=QM). The plots in the middle and right panels
show the evidence of thermodynamic contributions from open strange and charm hadrons that are not listed
in the PDG table but predicted in the relativistic Quark Model (QM), respectively. Figures are taken from
Refs. [3, 4]. Yellow bands shown in the middle and right plots label the chiral crossover temperature region.
We start to look at the projected ratios of open strange hadrons in an uncorrelated hadron
resonance gas with the hadron spectrum from the particle data table and with additional hadron
states predicted in the relativistic Quark Model. As can be seen from the left plot in Fig. 3 that
additional hadron states do contribute to the QCD thermodynamics 2. And it turns out that there
are only small differences in partial meson pressures, however, larger differences in the baryon
sector. This reflects the fact that more strange baryons are not listed in PDG compared to open
strange mesons. Based on this observation one can compute observables that reflect the ratio of
partial pressures of open strange as well as charmed baryons to mesons on the lattice to search for
the imprints of these additional hadrons in QCD thermodynamics.
Shown in the middle panel of Fig. 3 are temperature dependences of ratios of baryon-strangeness
correlation (χBS11 ) to quadratic strangeness fluctuations χ
S
2 and ratios of partial pressure of open
of this quantity is too high to extract any useful information.
2The contents of hadron spectrum used in the HRG does not come in the discussion in Section 2 due to the fact that
all the terms relevant for the details of hadron spectrum canceled in the quantities discussed there.
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strange mesons MSi to strange baryons B
S
i . Thus −χBS11 /χS2 and BSi /MSi reflect the relative contribu-
tions of strange baryons to open strange mesons in baryon-strangeness correlations and in partial
pressures, respectively. The temperature dependence of these quantities in the chiral crossover re-
gion can be better described by the solid line (QM-HRG), i.e. results obtained from an HRG model
using the hadron spectrum predicted in the QM model. The commonly used HRG model based on
the hadron spectrum listed in the PDG table, i.e. the dotted line (PDG-HRG) shown in the plot,
however, cannot describe the lattice data.
One can also investigate the charm sector in a similar way. Ratios of correlations and fluc-
tuations, e.g. χBC13 /(χ
C
4 − χBC13 ), χBQC112 /(χQC13 − χBQC112 ) and −χBSC112 /(χSC13 − χBSC112 ) give the relative
contributions of charmed baryons to open charm mesons, charged-charmed baryons to open charm
charged mesons and strange-charmed baryons to strange-charmed mesons, respectively. Seen from
the right panel of Fig. 3 same conclusion can be drawn as from the case in the strange sector,
i.e. the results obtained from the QM-HRG agree better with the lattice data than those from the
PDG-HRG.
The observations from Fig. 3 serves as clear evidence for contributions from experimentally
yet unobserved hadrons to the transition from hadronic matter to the Quark Gluon Plasma. The
importance of these additional and non-PDG listed states has also been pointed out in Ref. [12]. In
the next section we will discuss the influence of these additional states on the freeze-out conditions
of strange hadrons in the heavy ion collisions.
4. Freeze-out temperature of strange hadrons
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Figure 4: Left: Temperature dependence of µS/µB obtained from lattice QCD calculations and HRG model
calculations using hadron spectrum listed in the PDG table (PDG-HRG) and predicted from Quark Model
(QM-HRG). Right: Comparison of freeze-out temperatures of strange hadrons obtained by matching results
obtained from lattice QCD (LQCD) and PDG-HRG as well as QM-HRG to the relation between µS/µB and
µB/T determined from STAR and NA57 experiments [13]. The temperatures obtained from QM-HRG are
consistent with those from LQCD and are always lower than those from PDG-HRG by around 5∼8 MeV.
Figures are taken from Ref. [3].
The relation between µS/µB and µB/T at the freeze-out can be extracted from heavy ion
experiment data. On the lattice we can calculate µS/µB by using the Taylor expansion in µB/T
µS
µB
'−χ
BS
11
χS2
− χ
QS
11
χS2
µQ
µB
+O(µ2B). (4.1)
As shown in the left plot of Fig. 4 µS/µB is dominated by the term −χBS11 /χS2 which gets imprinted
by the additional strange hadron states. By varying the temperature ranges, one can match the
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relation between µS/µB and µB/T obtained from lattice QCD (LQCD) and PDG-HRG as well
as QM-HRG to that between µ fS /µ
f
B and µ
f
B/T
f extracted from the data measured in heavy ion
experiments. The results are shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. We found that the freeze-out tem-
perature of strange hadrons lowers down by around 5-8 MeV when using lattice QCD calculations
compared to PDG-HRG and the results from QM-HRG agree with those from lattice QCD cal-
culations. Thus the freeze-out temperature of strange hadrons becomes similar as the freeze-out
temperature of light-quark hadrons.
5. Summary
By using the Highly Improved Staggered Quark (HISQ) action with a light to strange quark
mass ratio of 1/20 and having charm quarks treated in the quenched approximation mainly on Nτ=6
and 8 lattices we have studied the thermodynamics of heavy-light hadron system by investigating on
the ratios of cumulants of conserved net charge fluctuations. We found that the onset of dissociation
of open strange and charmed hadron start in the chiral crossover temperature region. We also found
the indirect evidence of the existence of experimentally yet unobserved hadrons by comparing
the lattice QCD results with the predictions from QM-HRG and PDG-HRG on thermodynamic
quantities. In the case of determining the freeze-out temperature of strange hadrons one should take
these experimentally yet unobserved hadron into account in the HRG models and consequently the
freeze-out temperature of strange hadrons is brought down by around 5-8 MeV. This then leads to
consistent freeze-out temperatures of strange hadrons with light-quark hadrons.
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